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Abstract
The importance of maritime collision is particularly among the risks of maritime navigation,
because of the large number of vessels that crosses the sea with a high speed.
The condition of maritime collision that UAE law has dealt with, is that the collision between
two naval vessels, a naval vessel and an inland navigation boat, in addition to a maritime
collision between two floating vessels.
Most modern maritime law has dealt with maritime conflict in their laws in accordance with
international treaties in this regard with a view to determining liability and the party causing
the collision. The law of the United Arab Emirates has took the collision because of the force
majeure, as well as the suspicion of the causes of the collision and the accidentally collision
either by one ship or the cause is from both parties. Federal law dealt with jurisdiction as
provided for in article 325 and when such cases were dealt with in article 326.
International rules to prevent the collisions in the sea, whether related to lights, signs and
signals of sound and optical as well as the base of the traffic on the right.
The liability of the maritime carrier means that there shall be a contract for the carriage of
such goods either by coastal navigation or by the contract of carriage, And the role of marine
insurance, which revolves around the ship and is the mainstay of its maritime transport
practice. The judiciary essentially achieves special interests for the adversaries by reforming
the results of the violation of the legal rule, whether for criminal or civil prosecution .
Finally, we arrive at the basic premise of maritime insurance, namely the fulfillment of claims,
conclusion, findings and recommendations.
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